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TEACHER/SCHOLARS AT LESLEY
◘ Mary Dockray-Miller presented a paper in early January entitled "Judith of Flanders and
her Books: Patronage and Politics" at the American Historical Association.
◘ Jan Wall has completed her Ph.D. program with a conferral date of November 25th, 2010.
Her dissertation was titled “Integrating Contemplative Practice into the Undergraduate
Pursuit of Finding and Following an Intuitive Call.”
◘ Mary Beth Lawton will be presenting at the 38th Annual National Head Start Conference
in Kansas City, Missouri, April 4-8th. Her presentation is titled “Strengthening Early
Attachments.”
◘ Jeffrey Perrin facilitated an experiential workshop session entitled "A comparative case
study approach exploring techniques used to create engaging real-world learning
environments" at the International Consortium on Experiential Learning conference in
Santiago, Chile on January 13th, 2011.
◘ This past November, Rachel Brandoff served as the Executive Coordinator at the first
Annual Expressive Therapies Summit, in New York City. The Summit was an event designed
to bring together the art and expressive arts therapies communities, as well as other students
and professionals that we work with for a weekend filled with learning, networking, and
fun. Rachel is proud to announce that a number of Lesley students, faculty and alumni
attended and/or presented at the Summit, and Lesley University had a table promoting its
undergraduate art and expressive therapy programs, as well as Masters and Doctoral
programs.
In addition, Rachel will be hosting a 2-day training of the Diagnostic Drawing Series (DDS)
in New York City, April 9th & 19th, 2011. This training teaches professionals how to work

with this clinical diagnostic tool and to identify and confirm diagnosis through visual art. For
more information, email brandoff@lesley.edu and ask about the DDS training.
◘ Donna Halper’s new book, Boston Radio 1920-2010, a pictorial history of Boston radio,
with rare photos and facts about the role of radio in greater Boston and surrounding
communities, has just been published by Arcadia Press.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AT LESLEY COLLEGE
◘ David Morimoto and Michael Schindlinger performed a bird survey of the Rupununi River
in Guyana during January 2011 with Guyanese colleagues Andy Narine (ornithologist) and
Asaph Wilson (Wapishani guide). They paddled for 87 miles in 7 days in two traditional
dugout canoes (that they named ‘Indigenous’ and ‘Knowledge’) and recorded abundant
information by day for a total of 303 bird species from 58 families. Their trip also included
photography and recordings of forest sounds as well as stories from villagers along the way.
This survey was the first of its kind for the Rupununi, and it was promoted as a fossil-fuel
alternative for ecotourism. The survey data could be useful in deterring oil companies from
prospecting on traditional Makushi land in the Rupununi.
◘ Dean Mary Coleman presented a paper, “Global Civic Education Inquiry in the Contested
Lands,” on February 23, 2011 at the Middle East Dialogue in Washington, D.C. The Policy
Studies Organization, an arm of the American Political Science Association, sponsored the
forum. Coleman drew upon a two-year project in Palestine as the foundation of her work.
Her paper is an examination of how civic education was conceptualized and taught in a
contested region, where the people and the nation are semi-sovereign. Her analysis answered
these questions: How does one make civic education comprehensible in a contested region?
What are the obligations of state, non-state actors, donor countries, organizations, and
teachers in such environs? What work can comparative civic education inquiry do in such an
environment? Is such an approach neutral?

STUDENT AND FACULTY ENGAGEMENT AT LESLEY COLLEGE
Humanities Division
◘ Chris Bock and Ben Stockman
Manuscript revision and casting proposal for screenplay
◘ Chris Clark and Jeremy Gray
Short Fiction collection
◘ Mary Dockray-Miller and Jeremiah Bergstrom
Creation of a Miracle Play (after having seen the York Cycle performed in York)
◘ Paul Fideler and Elizabeth Kelly
Women in the American Frontier: Exploring Western Paradigms
◘ Lori Grace and Marcella Muscatell are writing 3 children’s literature books.
◘ Anne Pluto and Victoria Mancini are writing a one-woman show.
Natural Science and Mathematics Division
◘ Caitlin Herbert, Lauren Cole, and Andrea Hofius have all worked with Assistant Professor
Cristin Ashmankas on a research project analyzing how Massachusetts beaches are changing
with increased storm activity and tying the work into climate change. This work started
under a faculty development grant and continued under a grant given to Caitlin Herbert for
undergraduate research. Caitlin and Lauren presented their work at the GSA East Coast
Conference in the spring and received Outstanding Undergraduate Presentation awards.
◘ Professor David Morimoto is working with students in the junior research capstone class,
CNSCI 3540 Environmental Field Research, on several research projects on the emergent
vegetation of the Agassiz-Baldwin Neighborhood. The various group research projects focus
on the dispersion patterns of different plants (Norway Maple, Prostrate Knotweed), plant
communities in sidewalk cracks as affected by factors such as sunlight and sidewalk type,
privet hedges as refugia for plants, and phenotypic variation in plants (Round-leaved
Plantain).
◘ Students in CBIOL 1100 Urban Ecology of Cambridge are developing an online field guide
to the emergent vegetation of the neighborhood that will incorporate the results of the
research projects. The field guide is available to the community via a link on the Agassiz

Community website.

Business Management and Communication Division
◘ Professor Donna Halper and Cailey Lindberg:
Cailey is doing a directed study researching popular music criticism. Donna is teaching her
how to use archival documents from universities such as Berklee College (which specializes
in training future musicians and has many famous alumni), old magazines and newspapers
and memoirs by well-known music critics. She will be attending rock concerts and writing
critiques for the Lesley Public Post.

Social Science Division
◘ Prof. Nancy Heims connected senior Joanna Greene to a Partners in Health/Harvard
Medical School medical anthropologist to enable her to secure a field placement in HMS's
Department in Global Health and Social Medicine. Joanna's research project used
ethnography in addressing the intersection of poverty and health issues in Latin America,
with particular focus on HIV/AIDS in Puerto Rico. Prof. Heims mentored Joanna regarding
presentation of research results, linguistic demands, and in negotiating the range of
significant challenges inherent in this opportunity.
◘ Prof. Robin L. Roth mentored senior Self-Designed major, Molly Lawrence, in a multiphase project at Cambridge Food for Free, in which Molly worked on a cross-community
team to develop programs. Molly also designed and conducted research (interviews of elderly
home-bound clients). Prof. Roth mentored Molly in research design, development and
analysis. Molly presented her research at Lesley University Community of Scholars Day.
◘ Prof. Robin L. Roth is mentoring senior Owen Thomas in an independent study focused on
urban community change. Owen’s work includes readings on urban activism and change as
well as fieldwork at The Design Studio for Social Intervention, a Cambridge organization
which develops social interventions to reframe, reimagine, and reinvigorate the possibilities
of the non-profit sector.
◘ Prof. Amy Rutstein-Riley is engaged in the second year of a multi-phase project with
senior Bonnie Bryant working on the Girlhood Project. In the first year of the project Bonnie
helped with content for course design; research on literature relevant to girls' studies; served

as course TA; collected data from college students and middle-school girls; and participated
in weekly team meetings through the academic year. Last year Bonnie presented a talk on
their research project at the Community of Scholars Day and at the New England Women's
Studies Association conference with other researchers of the project. Second year (this year):
Bonnie is a Research Assistant for the project and will be following some of the middle
school girls as a case study to understand the meaning made of participation in the girls’
groups. She continues to work as part of the overall research team. In addition, Prof.
Rutstein-Riley’s project is joined by Lesley College students Kaley Littlefield, Heather
Mangone, and Dory LeCount. In their roles as course Teaching Assistants and Research
Assistants they support the ongoing work of girls’ groups by mentoring the Lesley College
students, facilitating the girls’ groups, participating in data collection and analysis, and
blogging on the learning experiences of this course and project.
◘ Human Services major Bonnie Bryant was simultaneously mentored by Dr. Dolores Goode
to revise and enlarge upon an earlier paper on date violence and by Dr. Robin L. Roth on a
paper on sexism in welfare policy in the U. S. 1935-2010. Both papers were acknowledged as
notable, with her dating violence paper selected as First Prize in the 2010 competition for the
Kingston-Mann Student Achievement Award. The Kingston awards acknowledge the work
of students who make a valuable contribution to diversity/inclusion scholarship.
◘ Professor Arlene Dallalfar has been working with senior Owen Thomas on a photo/video
project on Haiti and issues of language, literacy and the importance of Creole in social
activism work. Their plan is for him to publish his photo essay in Contexts magazine, a
publication of the American Sociological Association, as a segment of the emerging field of
Visual Sociology.
◘ Prof. Janel Lucas is mentoring senior Kimberly Wabik who is exploring a professional
future in forensic psychology. They are working together to help Kimberly understand the
breadth of the field, various career paths and how to envision and articulate her Lesley
education as foundation for graduate studies in forensics programs. As a result Kimberly will
apply to the Simmons School of Social Work for their mental health/substance abuse
specialization, an area of forensics.

Psychology and Applied Therapies Division
◘ Katie Howe, who graduated in May, is continuing research work that she began last
semester with David Goodman. David teaches Counseling Psychology.

◘ Becca Macy, who is currently interning at the Children’s Room, is being
mentored/supervised by Laurie Moskowitz-Corrois, who teaches Art Therapy.

Education Division
◘ Professor Susan Merrifield and Christina Hughes (who is a 2010 Lesley College graduate, a
new grade 5 teacher in Arlington and a current Lesley grad student) are analyzing assessment
results of informal reading inventories conducted on about 20 or more struggling readers in
order to understand the nature of their difficulties and develop insight into the forms of
instruction that could develop grade level reading comprehension. Their work is informed
by a thorough review of relevant scholarship in the area of literacy learning and the
achievement gap.

DR. CHARLES WILLIE SERVED AS INAUGURAL LECTURER AT LESLEY COLLEGE
The Life of the Mind in Grass Roots Politics
On February 10th, 2011, before a large audience of the Lesley University community,
Harvard University Professor Emeritus, Dr. Charles Willie, gave a lecture on the storied lives
of the men, women and children who would become icons of the African American civil
rights movement. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Dr. Willie were classmates at Morehouse
College. Dr. Willie is a sociologist who has written 100 articles and several books. Download
his inspirational speech here:
http://www.lesley.edu/lc/profile-assets/charles_willie_speech.pdf

THE CENTER FOR THE ADULT LEARNER
◘ On Sunday, January 23rd, 2011, students from the most recent Learning Community

Baccalaureate Program (LCB) completed their residency requirement for the spring semester.
The LCB program, run through the Lesley Center for the Adult Learner (LCAL), is a low
residency, distance-learning program that allows highly motivated and independent students
to work closely with faculty in designing an individual study plan that will lead to a
bachelor’s degree. The plans are formulated through the efforts of our experienced Lesley
faculty and are strategically tailored to incorporate the student’s life experiences and areas of
interest with academic theory.

The faculty and staff of Lesley College, including Director Deborah Wright of LCAL and
Director Terry Keeney of LCB, welcomed eight new students to the program and accepted
five thesis presentations from soon-to-be graduates. The eight new students, coming from as
far away as Santa Cruz, CA, marked an increase from the previous semester and brought the
total number of students enrolled in the program to twenty-two. It is an encouraging sign for
a program that is one of the few of its kind in New England and offers Lesley College
students an additional format to complete their baccalaureate studies in a flexible way that
suits their life’s circumstances.
The January 2011 program was also the first time that the residency was held at the flagship
campus in Cambridge. Previous programs have been held at satellite campuses around the
state. The move on campus is designed to maximize the resources available to LCB students
and bring a new level of stability to the 30-year-old program. The move on campus was by
all measures a success and proved its worth in another way when the program easily
withstood the January 21st snowstorm.
The focus for programs of study in the spring 2011 residency program ranged from Human
Development and Education to Holistic Psychology and Environmental Studies. The thesis
presentations covered a wide range of scholarly interests including strategies in effective
social work, the use of art therapy in overcoming emotional barriers, the parallels between
health and the natural world, and the process by which children identify with characters in
literature. Each presentation was superbly researched and articulated and one even resulted
in the publication of a children’s book that was both written and illustrated by a thesis
presenter.
The highlight for many of the students and Lesley faculty and staff was the ceremony of
completion which provided the graduates and their families with an opportunity to share
their experiences, sacrifices, pride and satisfaction in attaining their goals. One student
displayed the acceptance letter she received from Lesley College dated 1984 and explained
how life and her responsibilities had prevented her from pursuing her degree twenty-five
years ago. The LCB program provided the ideal format to allow her to incorporate the
academic work required for a degree into her life now. It was a poignant testimony to the
value and diversity of the program and a source of encouragement to all current and future
students to the program.

AN ENGAGING THREE‐YEAR DEGREE AT LESLEY UNIVERSITY
◘ Making use of consecutive summer and January-term offerings, Lesley College students are
able to fulfill engaging coursework, intensive language training, internship study, studyabroad, community service and service learning—all in three years. As is true of a four-year
degree student, 120 credits are needed. Focused and highly motivated students are ideal
candidates for the three-year degree.
At Lesley the best and most engaging learning takes place with attention to how you learn,
who you are, and what you want to become. Lesley College prepares students to live, learn,
and lead in an interdependent world. At Lesley College world inquiry occurs in challenging,
active and collaborative formats that enrich students’ educational experiences and prepare
them for career advancement in a supportive community environment.
Lesley University Financial Aid Office encourages all students considering the three-year
degree program to apply for financial aid consideration by completing the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) application. The application should be completed in
February/March of each academic year so that eligibility can be processed in a timely
manner for all fall, winter, spring and summer academic semesters. Federal, State and Lesley
University aid-based assistance is available for fall and spring semesters. Financial aid
consideration for winter and summer semesters can include federal loans (Direct Stafford,
Parent PLUS) and federal Pell grants for students who are eligible. Students can also
investigate and apply for privately sponsored educational alternative loans to supplement
associated costs for these semesters. To learn more, please read the FAQs here:
http://www.lesley.edu/lc/profile-assets/three_year_degree_faq.pdf.

Please send submissions for the April issue of Lesley Today
to mgonsal2@lesley.edu by Monday, April 11th.

